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CHAPTER I
INTRODTOTIOH

CHAPTER I
HTTRODHCT ION
From Its beginnings Massachusetts has derived muck of
Its subsistence and Income frorn its farms. Tine people of the
Commonwealth owe much to agriculture for its contribution to
their economic stability and well being. The nature of this
%

contribution has changed with the passing of years. Special¬
ization within given areas hae created a general picture
easily recognized in an overall sense but scarcely known In
detail. One need not be a student of agriculture to envision
the cranberry industry in Southeastern Massachusetts, tobac¬
co growing in the Conneotioit Valley and apple blossoms In
the Naahoba Area. However, one must observe wore closely if
i

the background of this panorama Is to be properly interpreted.
General Physical Aspect - - The traveler going west from
Boston finds all types of terrain before reaching the New
York border less than two hundred miles distant. Sand dunes
in the east are matched by remnants of the Appalachians in
the west, while between the two are broad fertile river
bottoms, ragged uplands and rolling dairy country. Nature has
provided a variety of lands which perforoe has given rise to
a varied agriculture. Xn the wide valleys and on the gentle
slopes the imprint of the farmer is clear to the.eye of the
passerby. Not so clear is the work of the man whose buildings
rest on the ridges of the uplands. What then is the sort of
husbandry this man practices?

3
The Agricultural Education Viewpoint - - The vocational
agricultural teacher starting out in his first position in
C?\

Massachusetts is soon aware that self-reliance is a great
virtue. This discovery is hastened by the faot that nowhere
will he find a ready made outline or ayllabus which points
out specifically what he must teach. Such knowledge may be
distressing and bewildering at first. As the teacher grows
with his work the distress gives way to understanding and
the wisdom of the early planners becomes apparent. The fact
is that no single outline, no hard and fast grouping of sub¬
ject matter, can be fitted to the varying situations found
in the country life of the Commonwealth, Such is the stand
taken by the Massachusetts Department of Vocational Education,
Programs are founded on local needs; therein lies their
strength.
The Task of the Teacher - - It becomes obvious that a
knowledge of the patronage area is essential if the instructor
*

j

is to make progress. This may be done through two different
approaches employed singly or in unison. The first approach
is through the periodic visits to the home farms of students.
This often brings about casual calls on the neighboring
farmers, so that gradually the local picture becomes alive.
The second avenue to tne necessary facts is by way of direct
survey covering as great a portion of the total activities as
seems warranted. The choice of method is optional, although

the second will yield greater results in a shorter time.
The writer combined both methods of attaok, but this paper
is based primarily on evidence revealed by the survey*

CHAPTER II
THE PROBLEM AKD THE WEARS TO THE SOLUTION

u
THE PROBLEM AND THE MEANS TO THE BOUTS’ION
At the present time New Salem Academy serves aa the
center of secondary agricultural education for eight towns In
the eastern uplands of Franklin County and for Athol in
Worcester County. The region was settled early because the
swift running rivers offered power and the sharply rising
ridges were ideal sites for forts and blockhouses. While well
suited to the needs of the pioneers the area did not develop
as an outstanding agricultural section. Competition from the
factories and saw mills along the rivers and fron the rocks
and ledges on the hillsides has placed farming in the background to a great extent. Because of this it requires wore
than a cursory glance to know the agrarian situation. Thus
the Instructor seeking knowledge of the agriculture In this
area finds bis problem resolved logically into three parts:
1. Determining the types of agriculture common to
the area.
it*. Estimating the volume and value of the agricultural
enterprises.
3. Visualizing the future needs for planning purposes.
The Working Papers - - If on© were to inquire of a
farmer facts concerning his business, it is certain that the
inquiry should include questions which arc pertinent. There
are available numbers of survey sheets and questionnaires
attacking agricultural problems from many angles. However, in

7
seeking Information regarding a given vicinity It Is not
possible always to use a general questionnaire# Drawing Ideas
from available data the writer drafted a paper designed for
local application keeping in mind the breakdown of the prob¬
lem as stated previously# the survey sheet included items
/
such as types and numbers of livestock, vol^tme of production,
type of markets used, labor requirements, machinery available
and other questions relative to the kind and extent of opera¬
tion# No inquiry was made regarding farm finances as it was
felt that such questions were outside tlie province of this
survey and would be of no particular value in educational
planning.
General Procedure - - Once the data sheet was drawn up
the next step was to put It into operation, The first plan
called for personal contact by the writer, This involved a
visit to the farm for discussion of the survey sheet with the
operator. In many cases visits of a general nature had been
made in previous months, so the task of obtaining information
✓

was made easier. Information-seeking visits encroach on the
time of the operator which means that the parson conducting
the survey must arrange for suitable meeting hours# Conflicts
on both sides tend to slow down the process of obtaining the
desired facts# It was suggested that the vocational agrioul•

tural students be given an assignment of making a farm survey
in order that greater coverage might be mad© sore quickly*

3
This was done with the Junior and senior classes* Students
were instructed as to the purposes of the survey, the meanings
of the terms, and the methods of obtaining infomaatlon* In
some instances students were given particular farms to cover;
in other cases they wade their own selections* Results from
t's

.

these assignments were quite satisfactory although Information
was lacking in some respects, Tne survey sneet had been drafted
with the view toward eliminating confusing and ambiguous
meanings* This made It possible to send the survey sheets by
mail to those who could not be reached otherwise, The number
of returns from this method was disappointing. The information
sought was given quite well, but not enough replies were re¬
ceived to warrant the recommendation of such a program* One
advantage of the mailed survey was that the farmer was given
time to formulate his answers to the queries. Unfortunately
many took too much time.

CHAPTER III
BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

V

CHAPTER III
BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
As stated previously the present enrollment in the
Agricultural Department, New Salem Academy Is drawn from
nine communities. Only eight are considered in this study,
the ninth town being served by special arrangement. Included
then on the regular list are Athol, Srving, Leverett, New
Salem, Orange, Shuteebury, Warwick and Wendell. Athol in
Worcester County and Ervlng and Orange in Franklin County
are located on the Millers River which runs westward to its
Junction with the Connecticut at Millers Falls. These three
are primarily manufacturing towns with some agriculture.
Northwest of Orange and bordering on the state of New Hamp¬
shire lies Warwick, a center of many rugged slopes and some
well cleared fertile fields. To the southeast of Orange is
situated New Salem, once the cultural point of tho area, but
now more famous for its views of the Quabbin Reaevoir. On
the northwest ridges opposite New Salem are Shutoobury and
Wendell, typical hilltop villages, land poor ami struggling
for existanoe. The eighth town is Leverett on the banks of
the swift running Sawmill River where even today is evident
the industry from which came its name. None of the eight
/

base their fame on agriculture, yet all consider farming one
of the sources of community life#
Soil Types of The Section - The eastern end of Frank¬
lin County is on a plateau about 1200 feet above sea level.

11
A glance at the soil map shows that in the eastern uplands
two symbols stand oat sharply, 'These are Or anti Rs, repre¬
senting Gloucester stony fine sandy loam ana rough stony
land respectively. Other soil types are indicated, but the
areas covered by each are small and isolated* Considering
Franklin County as a whole, rough stony land extends over
23*0 percent of the total acreage. In the eastern uplands
the proportion of this aoil type appeare to be even greater,
approximating 40,0 percent of the area. The economic impor¬
tance of this fact may be seen when we realise that rough
stony land "includes son© land that is used for grazing, but
by far the greater part Is not suited to agriculture,”

*

The Gloucester Loams And Other Soils - - In spite of
the great amount of poor farming land, all the soils arc not
*

unfavorable for cultivation. As noted above Gloucester aoil
types are present over great areas. These soils together
with Essex type soils which dlffer from them mainly in the
structure of the eub stratum layer are suitable for dairy
and poultry husbandry, orchard and small fruit culture and
the growing of corn, potatoes and other vegetables. The
fertility is somewhat ofi’set by the presence of stones and
boulders which reduce the effectiveness and efficiency of

(1) Latimer, Smith and Howlett, Soil Survey of
Franklin County, Massachusetts,

p 33

12
machine operation. This outcropping of rooky surface has
resulted in the fields becoming pasture land which gradually
deteriorated to unimproved brushland. However, the possi¬
bilities for Intensive farming in given areas appear to be
good. Considering the small progress evident on many farms
of the area one wonders if the fault has been that the
operators have tried to force certain operations on incom¬
patible natural resources Instead of Adapting enterprises
suited to the land types available. Crossing the county line
Into Athol one finds there several soils in addition to the
sandy loam and rough stony soils so predominant in eastern
Franklin County. The most important of these include
Gloucester loam which is perhaps the best soil in the county,
Charlton loam, a soil well suited to mowing and orcharding,
and Merrimao sandy loams which are suitable for oorn, potatoes, hay and vegetables.

2

The Farm Defined - - Before undertaking the survey it
was necessary to establish a standard by which to judge
what sort of unit was a farm. The Bureau of Census, United
States Department of Commerce considers that a tract of land
of three or more acres on which some agricultural operations
are performed by one person alone, or with family or hired

(2) Latimer, Wartin and Lanphear, Soil Survey of
Worcester County, Massachusetts,

pp 1592 - 1593

help comprises a farm*

While certain exceptions are

noted, nevertheless this does provide an elastic definition
since the phrase "some agricultural operations11 may be
interpreted widely. At first It seemed tiiat such a basis
would not be satisfactory for the present task because of
its general nature. However, because of the apparently large
number of part-time farmers operating in the area it was
decided to hold to the terms of the definition as o min too*
requirement for consideration.

(3) TJnlted States Census of Agrio.xlture
Vol. I

Part 1

p VXX

1945

\
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CHAPTER IV

THE PRELIMINARY SURVEY
In order to gain an overall view or the present status
of farming in the area It seemed well to seleot one or two
points as foci of observation. The nature of the terrain
limits the choice, since it is obvious to oven the casual
observer that not many phases of agriculture are practiced
in the region. Among the activities, major interest seemed
to center on dairying and poultry hasbandry, It was in
these two fields tnat the preliminary survey was made. ^arm3
were grouped according to the number of milk cows or fowl
on hand. The number of fangs in each group was listed for
each town. This made possible a comparison of the several
towns both os to total activity and the relative siae of
enterprises. The information was obtained from the 1948
valuation lists covering personal property as compiled by
the assessors of each town.
Comparison According to Milk Cows Present - - In
listing the farms having dairy cattle, the groups were made
up to include those farms having one cow only, those having
two to five Inclusive, those having six to ten Inclusive,
those having eleven to twenty-five Inclusive and those
having over twenty-five. The number of farms in each group
for the various towns are shown In Table I, In selecting
such groupings it was felt that places having only one cow
were distinctly in a place by themselves, that farms of two
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Table I
The Number of Farms in Each of Several Sla© Ranges
Baaed on the Number of Milk Cows on Hand as Shown by the
Assessors Lists

Number of Farms Having:
Town
1 only

'

. '

*>

2-5

6-10

11-25

Over 25

Athol

27

21

5

4

2

Erving

22

11

3

0

0

Leverett

26

14

5

6

1

New Salem

12

13

1

0

0

Orange

50

13

10

9

3

9

0

1

0

Shuteabury

8

v;;

Warwick

13

3

4

3

0

Wendell

15

3

1

1

0

173

.97

29

24

6

Totals

to five cows were in the part-tine class* that enterprises
involving a lx to ten cows were more in the nature of general
farms and that farms having eleven or more cows could be con
t
aldered in the dairy class. It will be noted from the table
that Orange appears to be the outstanding dairy community of
the area, leading in the number of farms In every group

\
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exoept one. Of particular importance is the fact that it
leads in those groups having large numbers of cattle. An
interesting item is that most of the larger farms in Orange
are located on the north side of town where the terrain is
rolling but not too rocky. Shutesbury is the poorest com¬
munity with resoeot to cattle. A minimum of pasture area and
a maximum of ledge have combined to keep down dairying in
that locality. It is evident from the total of places having
only one cow that many families consider a hone milk supply
an essential. At first glance this seems to be a thrifty
measure. The unfortunate truth is that in most esses there is
no savings In cash to the family. The writer has personally
observed the animals in many instances and has noted the poor
quality of stock being used. To prove a point, in one case
the feed costs of one quart of milk were calculated and wore
found to be slightly over forty cents at a time when milk
retailed for twenty-one cents oer qiart. A surprising revela¬
tion was that there were twelve farms In Leverett having six
or more cows each. Here again as in Orange, the larger farms
were located in one particular section of the town. In
*

Leverett most of the large places are in the central and
east portions, from which pupils go to school In Amherst
rather than In New Salem. The whole picture showed that in
all eight towns there arc 329 farms on which dairy cattle
were maintained. Only fifty-nine farms, 17.9 percent of the

(
\

13

*

total had six or mors cows, and only thirty farms or 9*1
percent inoladed eleven or more cows*
The Poultry picture - - A similar survey of an overall
nature was made with poultry

&&

the prime consideration.

Here again farms were grouped according to the number of
fowl maintained. Grouping® included those having less than
one hundred birds, those having 100 to 300, those from 300
V

to 1000, those of 1000 to 2000, and finally farms having
over 2000. The farms having one hundred or less were most
numerous. The listings by towns is shown in Table II# These
were strictly part-time in the majority of cases, since the
number of birds rarely exceeded fifty in number. As with
oattle Orange rated first place in the all round picture,
with Athol and New Salem standing well up in flooks of 300
or more. Shuteabury and Hrving were low with all flocks be¬
ing below the 300 mark in both communities. Of a total of
166 places listed, 119 or 71.3 percent are in the back yard
flock class kept for the purpose of supplying eggs for the
home. Only twenty-two farms have flocks of over 300 while
only nine of these larger establishments have flocks of
over 1000 hens. It appears then that only b.4 percent of the
places keeping poultry can be considered as large scale
poultry enterprises.

19
Table IX
The Number of Fame In Kaoh of Several Size Ranges
Based on the Number of Fowl on Hand as Shown by the
Assessors Lists

Number of Farms Having:
Town
Less than
100

100300

3001000

10002000

Over
2000

13

2

5

1

0

7

2

0

0

0

Loverett

11

3

1

1

0

New Salem

12

6

3

2

0

Orange

32

9

3

2

1

Shuteabury

11

1

0

0

0

Warwick

13

0

1

1

0

Wendell
’
t

20

2

0

0

1

119

25

13

7

2

Athol
Erving

V

i

Totals
v-

*

General Results - - This brief preliminary sketoh based
on actual valuation figures is lacking in detail, but It does
serve to point up certain facts# First, the greatest agricultural activity in this region is centered in Orange# Athol
and Leverett are the next in importance in suite of the faot

20
that Athol is predominantly a manufacturing town and heverett
a community of sawmills and sawyers# The agricultural pur¬
suits found In the remaining towns are limited in scope with
Shutesbury lacking in all but subsistence farming# Perhaps
the rough stony land mentioned earlier is the basic reason
for this situation#

CHAPTER V
THE FARMS AND THE FAMILIES

N

V * -**

CHAPTER V
THE FARMS AND TltR FAMILIES
Having obtained some general facta through the pr el ininary survey, a more detailed study was planned with the
i

general information serving aa a guide. In all, forty farms
wore selected for close scrutiny. These farms were represen¬
tative both as to size and type. The list included fourteen
dairy farms, eight general farms, eight pafct-time farms,
seven poultry farms and three fruit farms. Since there are
thirty dairy farms in the area which have eleven or more
cows eaoh, the selection of fourteen for study gives a
coverage of almost fifty percent# The coverage of poultry
farms having more than 300 birds each is approxinatly thir¬
ty-three percent# There are only four farms In the district
which are supported by the orchard alone, so the selection
of three for survey amounts to seventy-five percent of the
total# If farms having from six to ten tallk oows are con¬
sidered as general farms then the survey of eight represents
approximatly twenty-seven percent of the total of twentynine. In the matter of Part-time farms, the coverage was
much less than for the other categories. Even with the few
surveys taken on part-time places most of the information
was in the nature of estimates. Pew records were found which
meant reliance on memory, often hazy# All the farms listed
were owned by the operator# Five dairy farms Included land
rented for pasture and roughage.
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The Land and It a

Tse - - Mention lias been made or the

soil types to be found in the area under consideration. With
the land capabilities in mind, a study of how and to what
extent the land is used will emphasise certain facts. A
classification was established according to the land use.
This included tillable land. Improved pasture, unimproved
pasture, woodland and waste land. Tillable areas were those
which could be and might be worked for the growing of cash
crops, forage crops and the like. Pastures were those lands
given over to gracing. Whether a pasture were to be classi¬
fied as improved or unimproved depended on the work done to
increase its productivity. Woodlands as the none implies
were areas grown to timber. Waste land was that land which
because of natural or man-made causes could not be worked
economically and included swamps and rooky outcroppings.
Table III shows the high, low and average acreage of lands
in each class on the various types of farms studied. A com¬
parison of the high and low figures for each class will give
a general picture of the range in sise covered by the dif¬
ferent farm types. It sno ild be borne In mind that sampling
of farms did not represent the same percentage of the total
farms in each type grouping* Therefore it is not possible to
compare with accuracy the average number of acres of tillable
land in one group with that of another group. It Is possible
nevertheless to state with reasonable accuracy that a

24
Table III
Acreage of Land In Each of Several
Classifications for Each Type of Farm Studied

t.,

Acres Per Type of Farm

/

Land
Classification

Dairy

Fruit

General

Part-time

Poultry

/

Tillable
High
Low
Ave.

95
30
54.2

55
13
35

35
16
25

20
3
8

25
9
20

10
0
2

4
0
1

«

Improved
Pasture
ai3h
Low
Ave.

30
9
14.5

4
1
2

6
0
4

Unimproved
Pasture
High
Low
Ave.

100
12
49.6

4

20

4

60
8
32

12

40
15
30

60
27
42

350
40
150

200
10
60

15
0
6

1
0
1

20
4
12

3

7
0
1

2

Woodland

'

High
Low
Ave.

120
15
65

Waste
Land
High
Low
Ave.

20
10
15.6

2

• 25
1

typical dairy, fruit, general or poultry farm In the area
would be represented by the averages shown for tae various
land classifications# Since part-time farms are known to
vary considerably in all respects the figures shown for the
lands on part-time farms cannot be taken as representative
of the whole picture due to the relatively low percentage of
coverage# However, the averages shown for the part-time
farms are aocurate for the number surveyed# As would be ex¬
pected, the amount of Improved pasture Is greatest In the
dairy group# Improved pastures here are an economic necessity.
The average amo mt of unimproved pasture yet remaining on
dairy farms Indicate there is still room for great advances#
The relatively large amounts of unimproved pasture in the
general and part-time farm groups appear to warrant serious
consideration on the part of the owner# The lack of Improvement in most cases has encouraged the growth of hardback,
sweetfern and Juniper, none of which are first rate dairy
feeds, but all of which may be easily removed by modern
conservation methods. The large proportion of unimproved
pasture land on poultry farms is mainly duo to the fact that
these farms were once stocked with cattle# Present demands
on those pastures are small, so that neglect is evident#
The Woodlands - - It can be aeon from Table III that in
all farm groups, exoept poultry, the acreage given over to
woodland is great. This is true for Franklin County as a whole

26
The Census of 1945 shows that there are 225,531 acres of land
In Franklin County. Of this land 71,455 acres consist of
woodland not pastured. ^

In terms of percent approximately

32 percent of the farm lands are used only for the growing of
timber. nased on averages from Table III the woodland in the
dairy group compares closely with the county figure, the per¬
centage being approximately thirty-three. Only ten percent of
the poultry farm acreage is in timber. The proportion runs
high for fruit, general and part-time farms, the percentage
figures being fifty, sixty-five and seventy respectively. The
sizeable acreages in timber reflect the poor agricultural
qualities of much of the land.
The Farm Population - - The survey form provided for the
listing of the number of persons in the fam family and the
number of boys and girls between the ages of ten and eighteen.
The object of this listing was twofold. First, it was desired
to learn the number of people deriving their support from the
farms studied. The degree of support, of course, depended on
the type of farm, but in all oases the home farm made some
contribution. Secondly, it was desired to ascertain the n<xraber
of teen-age boys and girls available for labor on the home
farm. Also in the case of tue boys these figures give slg-

(4) Dept, of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U.
Census of Agriculture 1945. Vol. I ? and I

p 161

S*

- 27 nlfleant support to the need of a vocational agricultural
department In the areci. On the forty farms surveyed there
H*r,

*

1*

res Id® 164 parsons. Of those there are twenty-four bojs and
twenty-seven girls between the a^es of ten and eights®, A
breakdown by type of farm may be aeon in Table IV.
/

*

Table IV

Number of Persons 6n Forty Farms Surveyed in New
Salem Area Shown According to Classification of Farm

Typo of
Farm

Number

Total

of Farms

Persons

Boys

Children 10-18
Girls

Average number
per Farm

Dairy

14

72

8

14

5.1

Fruit

3

14

2

0

4,6

General

8

32

6

4

4,0

poultry

7

24

4

4

3.4

Part-time

3

25

4

5

3.1

40

164

24

27

4.1

Total

*.

;

v 4,

Two families had eight members each. In one case the farm
supported one person only, a woman who engaged in sufficient
operations as to provide for her own full support. The

average family consisted of 4.1 persons. This is slightly
higher than the average for Franklin County. 3.6B persons. 5
An explanation of this may rest in the fact that many people
living on farms derive aupoort from the industries of Athol.
Ervins and Orange. If tnis support were taken away it is
possible that many now living on the home farm would move to
other places of residence. The majority of. the fazia popula¬
tion stems from the original stock of early settlers. This
is especially true of the larger farms which have been passed
down through the generations. In the western part of the area
there are many polish families who work on the farms of the
Connecticut Valley, but who maintain small places of their
own in the leas valuable sections. In the eastern section
there are many part-time farms supporting families of French
an.l Italian descent. The main support of these families
comes from the factories along Millers Hiver.

(5)

Dept, of Commerce, Buueau of Census, IT. 3.

Census of Agriculture 1945.

Vol. I, Part I, p 161
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CHAPTER VI
MILK PRODUCTION
Dairy cattle herds in the area mostly consist of grade
cat tie. or the forty farms surveyed only six reported pure¬
bred atook. The purebred* were located only on farms classiTied as dairy fame. Preference as to breed ran to Guernseys
and Holstein*. Of the fourteen dairy farms considered only
four reported other breeds, namely Jersey and Ayrshire. Even
in these instances there were Guernsey or Holstein animals
in tne herd. This distinct preference for the two breads
mentioned may rest on the assumption that such a combination
will yield the greatest amounts of rich milk. Since there
appears to be no special market for the product of a par¬
ticular breed soon as Jersey cream perhaps the assumption la
well founded.
Annual Production - - One

of

the greatest obstacles not

in the shaking of an agricultural survey is the lack of
available records. This la especially true with regard to
production. The present survey was no exception to the rule,
and so in presenting figures relative to annual production
of milk, certain explanations arc necessary# First, not all
figures for even the farms in the dairy and general classi¬
fications are absolute. While they are reasonably accurate,
nevertheless they do represent some estimating on the part
of both producer and surveyor. Second, in the case of lams
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In other classifications even estimates were not available.
This is not strange when it is considered that many tines
no effort at all is expended to oheck on daily production.
However, in spite of these exceptions it is possible to draw
some conclusions from the figures available. It is reasonable
to assume that nearly all commercial production will corse
from herds on the dairy and general type farms. Since the
percentage of coverage for each type is known it Is possible
to estimate a total production for the area. In Table V
there are listed both the annual production for the farms
surveyed and the annual estimated production for the area
according to type of farm. By combining the estimate for
dairy farms, 5,260,944 pounds, with that of the general
farms, 1,138,181 pounds, the total annual production for
commercial purposes is 6,399,125 pounds. It will be noted
that the average annual production per cow on dairy farms is
7,460 pounds as compared to 3,796 pounds per cow on general
farms. Sinoe the dairy farmer concentrates on one source of
income to a greater extent than the general farmer, it is
Reasonable to assume that he is more aware of the presence
of non profitable animals in his herd and eliminates them to
a greater extent than the owner of a general farm. Even on
farms in the dairy class there is considerable range between
the best and poorest production, f^anagement is often the
factor which determines the extent of these differences.
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Table V
The Annual Milk Production In Pounds as Shown by
Survey and as Estimated for Area According to Types of
Farms Produoing Milk Comoro ially

Type of Farm
Dairy

General

Total farms
in area

30

29

Number of farms
surveyed

14

a

Percent of total
surveyed

46.6

Number of milk
cows on farms
surveyed
Average number
of cows per farm
Annual production
on farms surveyed
Average annual
production per cow
e* Estimated annual
production for area

323
23*4

27*5

54
6*75

2*451,600 pounds

513,000 pounds

7,460 pounds

5,796 pounds

5,260*944 pounds

1,133,131 pounds

* Estimated on the basis of the total farms surveyed*
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A general comparison Is made In Table VI, The dairy farm on
which average production per cow Is 6300 pounds Is operating
close to tne margin. The general farm on which the average
production is only 3600 pounds is operating at a loss under
present economic conditions* It is almost inconceivable how
the owner stays in business if his production figures are
correct, yet these are the fig ires given in fcue report. On
the other hand a wo11 managed herd on a general farm may pro¬
duce well above the average necessary for profit.
Table VI
Average Annual Production of Milk in Pounds Per
Cow on Dairy and Oeneral Farms

Production Per Cow
Type of Farm
High

Low

Overall

Dairy

9500

6300

7460

General

8000

3600

5796

Cattle Population on Commercial Farms - - Tne survey of
dairy cattle numbers included a breakdown into the following
groups, milk cows, young stock and bullaj the numbers in each
group for both dairy farms and general farms is shown in
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Table VII. There also are estimated totals for the area based
on the proportion of the farms visited.
Table VII
Numbers of Cattle on Dairy and General Farms
/

Surveyed and the Estimated Totals for the Area

Dairy Farm

General Farm

Number8 surveyed
Milk cows

323

54

Young Stock

122

50

20

4

Milk Cows

704

200

Young Stock

262

135

Bulls
Estimated Totals for Area

s

Bulls

41

15

It will be noted that in the case of dairy farms there are
fewer young stock as compared with milk cows tn&n in the case
of the general farms. This difference becoraes even greater
when it is considered that of the total of 122 head of young
stock on dairy farms, seventy*four are to be found on four
of tiie fourteen surveyed. This means that on the rcmainxng
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dairy farms tha number of young stock is relatively smU,
The difference in the proportion of young stock on dairy
farms and general farms may be partially explained by the
fact that only six of the dairy farm operators raise all
their replacements, while seven of the general fam owners
keep up their herds by this practice. Of the twenty-four
bulls noted in the reports, fourteen are grades which indi¬
cate that perhaps the brooding program is not all thuit it
should be* It 13 accepted that the mere presence of a pure¬
bred bull will not insure Increased efficiency in production*
However, the grade animals noted In many Instances lacked
the quality to be found in purebreds. The presence of so
many bulls might indicate that membership in Massachusetts
Selective breeding Association is low* Such is the case as
only six of the twenty-two operators under aonaidsration
were members. In the Orange-Erving^Hew Salem section this
may be due somewhat to the fact that the first Inseminator
serving these towns appeared to be incompetent. As a result
many of the farmers must be convinced once more of the value
of such service*

CHAPTER VIX
THE POULTRY FARMS

CHAPTKR VII
THE POULTRY FARMS
Poultry flocks in tint district are not largo in the
commercial sense. Most poultryraen combine egg production
with broiler production* The most common breeds are the
Rhode Island Beds, Few Hampshire Reds and Barred Plymouth
Rocks with the Barred Rook-New Hampshire cross being favored
for broiler production* Tne choice in poultry broods as In
dairy cattle appears to fit the market needs. The American
class to which all the above breeds belong* is characterised
by fast growing, meaty birds laying brown eggs. Apparently
It is good business for the local operator to concentrate on
these breeds.
Egg and Meat production - - Operations on seven places
were considered of soon a&ze as to guarrantee the major
portion of the farm income. The statistics obtained In these
Instances are snown in Table VIII. Since most poultry opera¬
tions were a combination of egg and moat production the num¬
bers of birds for ouch purpose are listed separately. Farm
number seven la actually a factory converted to large scale
broiler production. Because of the length of the building it
Is possible to practice straight lino methods of feeding and
management. While this particular plant must be examined for
Its part In the overall production total. It la well not to
consider it in fche li^ac of averages became of its unusual

8l£6.
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vm

The Number of Fowl and Total Annual Production on
Seven Poultry Farms in the New Salem Academy Area

Farm

Number of Birds
Layers

Eggs

Meat

Broilers

1

130

2100

2100 dozen

6500 pounds

2

225

3000

2400

"

7200

tt

3

75

6500

919

"

31500

tt

4

250

250

3750

"

1100

it

5

500

1000

4600

"

3800

ti

6

300

3600

"
360,000

n

*7

o

o
%

H

17,369 dozen

*

112,850

O
H

Totals 1530

100,000

pounds

* A poultry plant specializing only In broiler production
on a contract basis*

The total number of layers on six farms was 1530 from which
were received 17,369 dozen eggs* This figure if reduced to
terms of eggs per bird per year Indicates that the average
production per bird is approximately 136 eggs* T is average
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per bird appears to be low. If tnls i3 truly representative
then commercial poultryraen In the area must institute a
more rigid system of culling and mana orient to eliminate
non-producers. The first five farms listed In Table VIII
may be accepted as typical of tie area. On those five farms
12,850 broilers were raised which weighed 50,100 pounds
when sold. The average weight per bird was 3.8 poinds.
Estimated Production For Area - - Preliminary work
showed that in the New Salem Academy 5>atronage area there
are twenty-two poultry farms

laving over 300 birds each.

Assuming that the first six fams in Table VIII have laying
flocks representative of all farms, the number of eggs laid
Is approximately twonty-seven percent of the total for the
area. Estimated on this basis the annual production for the
area is 64,330 dozen eg.,s. Tv*oat production may bo estimated
in a similar way. dowevar, only the first five farms in
Table VIII are considered In this case, constituting approxi¬
mately twenty-three percent of the total farms in the area.
The estimated moat production on all farms, exclusive of the
specialized plant, is then 217,826 pounds. Adding to this
the production of the specialized plant, the estimated total
meat production of the area becomes 577,826 pounds.

)

CHAPTER VIII
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CHAPTER VIII
OTHER FARM PRODUCTION
Wilk and eggs are not the only soiree of farm income
In the area* As other Items are Included In the list to bo
surveyed It became Increasingly difficult to obtain suffi¬
cient information regarding production to be of sufficient
value. Among the commodities considered were potatoes, hay,
silage, apples, small fruits and other cash crops such as
sweet oorn. Some of the production records were used as a
basis for total estimates of the area while other records
could only be used to indicate what happened in Individual
cases.
Field and Forage Crops - - The three main crops are
potatoes, hay and oorn silage. These arc basic on dairy and
general farms In the area, before going into an analysis of
the production, it may be of value to dwell somewhat on the
general subject of crops. The land, as has been noted, is
of little agricultural Importance in many sections. In other
sections the quality of the soil Is offset by the presence
of ridges, hills, rocky outcroppings, which limit the ex¬
panse of the fields. Added to these conditions Is the x’aot
that generally no Intensive land management has been
practiced. The result is that crop yields arc not out¬
standing except in individual cases. Potato varieties grown
include Green Mountain, Irish Cobbler, Katahdin, Sabago,

-
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and Chippewaa# Grasses grown for hay inolude timothy, red
top, orchard grass, bluegrass and broraegraas# The legumes
are not generally as plentiful a3 is desirable, so that hay
mixtures are often lacking In high quality protein# The
varieties of clover grown include alslke, red, white, and an
increasing amount of ladlno# For corn silage there are sev¬
eral hybrids which are auited to Massachusetts soils, but
many growers have found the hybrid, Massachusetts 62, to be
well adapted to the New Salem region# In Table IX is shown
the estimated total annual production of potatoes, hay and
silage for dairy, general and poultry farms. These estimates
are baaed on quantities reported by farras studied. Figures
from farms in other classifications were not significant#
Table IX
Annual Field and Forage Crop Production on
Dairy, Oeneral and Poultry Farms

Estimated Total Annual Production

Type of
Farm

potatoes

Hay

Dairy

1200 bush©la

1500 tons

General

2900

"

1300

"

Poultry

900

"

210

"

5000 bi#h#ls

Totals
* -i

‘

*v

*•

c

,

Silage

3010 tons

1600 tons
290

"

1390 tons
• ■' >

»t

;. j ■

-
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The potato production on general farm exceeds that on
either of the others. This la not unusual, since the general
farmer must look to more than one source for his income. The
hay production totaling as estimated 3010 tons is low when
compared to production in other areas, however, fcne state¬
ments made at the beginning of the paragraph may bo the
cause of this. Silage is not used as extensively as it
should be when the quality of much of the hay is considered.
Rone of the farms use grass silage which may well have a
place in raising output in the area.
Other Productive Enterprises - - As mentioned previous¬
ly there are in the area additional enterprises which yield
significant income. The amounts produced as reported on the
survey make it Impracticable to attempt to divide the pro¬
duction among the various types of farms. Apple production
yields fruit of the following varieties, Macintosh, Macoun,
Cortland, Wealthy, Northern Spy, Rhode Island Greening and
Baldwin. There Is a general coverage of strawberries and
raspberries with some concentration for commercial purposes.
The strawberry varieties include Catakill, Howard 17, arid
Fairfax, with the first named being the best producer for
the hill conditions. For commercial production the raspberry
growers prefer the Latham, 'Jarcy, Taylor and Chiof varieties.
The Cuthbert raspberry which made the region well known a
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few years ago has suffered great losses due to virus
diseases. One grower in the area gives much attention to
sweet oorn production, using as a main variety Golden Cross
Bantam. Listed below are some of the more significant
amounts grown:
11,500 bushels

Apoles

GOO quarts

Blueberries

30 tons

Cabbage
Peaches

400 bushels

pears

350 bushels
*

Raspberries
Strawberries
Sweet Corn

1,500 pints
10,200 quarts
2,300 dozens

The range of possible fruit and vegetable crops Is extensive,
bat it appears that this faot is very often disregarded.

CHAPTER IX
MAJOR SIT?PLIES PURCHASED
The decree of financial success enjoyed by a farm
operator often Is governed by the amount of cash expended
\

for operating supoliea and labor. With regard to the former
much emphasis Is being placed on the possibilities of re¬
ducing costs by home production. This movement toward selfsufficiency is centered mostly on foodstuffs because of
their expense to the farm operator. In listing the supplies
most needed on the farm consideration was given to this fact
of home production of feed. The list Included then. .feed,
fertilizer, lirae, spray materials and seed. Spray materials
are of particular Importance on fruit farms and on general
farms having a sizable fruit enterprise. Tne other items
listed are part of every undertaking Involving livestock.
Quantities 7aed - - In Table X are listed the quantities
of each of the supplies used In one year on the farms sur¬
veyed. As In previous Instances the breakdown was made as to
type of farm Involved In order to give a basis for comparison.
In the matter of feed, fertilizer, lime and seed, the dairy
farms exceed all other types In quantities used by a consid¬
erable margin. Fruit and general farms lead in the amounts
of spray materials used. The poultry figures for feed con%

sumed are comparItively high, presumably due to the raising
of broilers. Quantities of fertilizer and lime used on parttime farms were not reported In significant figures and ac-
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Table X
.....

Quantities of Major Supplies Purchased Annually
For Farms Surveyed In the Next Salem Area

Type of
Farm

Dairy

Feed

Fertilizer

1
664 tons

70 tons

Lime

100 tons

Spray
Materials

64 lbs

Seed

2980 lbs

6

"

4

"

4

*

2100

w

13

"

General

75

*

3

*

in

*

400

»?

700

"

Part-time

50

"

130

"

319

"

102

"

Fruit

Poultry

50
2

rt

10

"

20

w

cordlngly are not included in the table* The term "seed” was
interpreted to mean grAss mixtures, seed corn and seed potaI

toes* No distinction was made as to quantities of each used.
As there is considerable difference In the weight of the
various types of seed, it is difficult to determine what
commodity is responsible for the weight shown* In Table XI
are shown the estimated total quantities of the various sup**
plies used on all dairy, fruit, general and poultry farms in
the area. These quantities are obtained by assuming that the
figures shown in Table X arc approximately 46*6 percent of
the total for dairy farms, 75 percent for fruit farms, 127*5
percent for general farms and 31*8 for poultry Iarms*

•
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Table XI
Estimated Total Quantities of Utx^ov Supplies
Used on Farms In the New Salem Area

Type of
Farm

Dairy

Peed

1210 tons

Fertilizer

150

tons

3

T»

General

272

t*

29

"

Poultry

1003

n

6

"

Totals

2493 tons

Fruit

5.3

n

190.3 tons

Lime

213

Spray
Materials

tons

Seed

116 lbs 6395 lbs

"

2300

*»

24

65

*

1454

n

2540

rt

31

"

62

w

509

ft

5.3

rt

314*3 tons 4432 lbs 9453 lbs

Figures for part-time farms are not shown because of the
lack of sufficient significant figures*
A Comparison of Dairy and General Farms - - In Table
XII are figures which afford a means of comparing dairy
farms and general farms as to tons of feed fed per cow and
tons of lime and fertilizer used per acre* It will be seen
that on this basis there is little difference in the amounts
of purchased feed consumed on dairy and general farms, the
averages being 1*41 ton per cow and 1*33 ton per cow res¬
pectively. From Table III was obtained the average aci’es in
production on each of these two types ox* farms* It was
assumed that fertilizer and lime would be used on both the
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tillable land and improved pasture. Combining the figures
for these land olassilicatlons the average productive acreage
on dairy farms is 68*7 acres and on general farms 29 acres.
Table XII
/

A Comparison of Dairy and General Farms Studied as
to Consumption of Feed per Cow and Amount of Lime and Fer¬
tilizer Used Per Acre of Productive Land

Dairy

Total number
of cows

328

Total feed
consumption

564

Total araou t of lime
used
Fertilizer used
per acre
Lime used per acrQ

1.41

"

68.7 acres

70

tons

100

"

1.01

75

tons

1.33
acres

29

8

tons

18

it

"

1.45

w

3

Total amount of
fertilizer used

tons

to
O

Average productive acreage
(Tillable land plus
improved pasture)

54

•

Feed per cow

General

.62

»t

The total amounts of fertiliser and lime used on farms
studied were taken from Table X. As shown in Table XXI

dairy farms used 1*01 ton or fertilizer and 1.45 ton of line
per acre of productive land while general operators used
only 0.20 ton of fertilizer and 0.62 ton of lime per acre.
The Increased tonnage used on dairy farms probably resulted
in higher quality roughage which when added to the purchased
concentrates resulted in a better feeding program for the
cows. In spite of the apparent equality in amount of com¬
mercial feedstuffs fed, the smaller amounts of plant food
used on general farms probably resulted In Inferior roughage
which detracted from the benefits derived from the purchased
feed.

S'iAPTKR X
THE IA30R PHOBJUJM
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CHAPTER X
THE LABOR PROBLEM
Farm labor has become an item of Increased Importance
because of the highly competitive labor market of the pre¬
sent day* Higher wages now demanded by farm help have
caused the operator to look more carefully to his sources
of workers* The farm family many times provides the means
of greatly reducing the coat of hired personnel. In making
the present survey, labor requirements were computed for
the operator, the farm family and for hired help; thus con¬
sideration was given to the contributions made by all types
of workers. The requirements were based on man days per
year, a ten hour day being taken as typical*
A Comparison of Requirements - - Labor requirements in
man days for the various types of farms are shown in Table
XIII. On three types, dairy, general and poultry, the opera¬
tor himself estimated that he was on the Job approximately
360 man days per year. The very nature of the work on such
farms requires attention every day, generally by the operator
himself. It is true that on certain days the work is limited
to care of livestock only, and that on these days the farmer
does not work ten hours,. However, this Is offset by work
accomplished In the productive season which may necessitate
a very long working day. For example one owner of a general
type farm reported that he worked in one year 4,320 hours.
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Table XIII
The Average and the Estimated Total Labor Requirements
For the Operation of Farms in the New Salem Area

*'an-Days of Labor By*
Type of
Farm

Operator

Family

Hired Help

Average Estimated Average Estimated Average Estimated
per
Total
Total
per
per
Total
Farm
Farm
Farm
Vi
Dairy

357

10600

92

2750

120

5150

Fruit

256

1024

103

432

133

532

General 360

10600

125

3650

83

2420

Parttime

25920*

64

17230*

9056

116

2924

57

1446

96

Poultry 360
Totals

57260

26936

9548

s Estimated on the basis of 270 farms having from one
to five cows inclusive as shown in Table Xu»

This man does a ^reat deal of custom work and is busy
throughout the year* Xf one considers the average work year
to be 360 days, then this particular man labored on the
average of twelve hours every day, winter and summer. Such
instances as this tend to keep the labor output of the op¬
erator high. It will be noted that on the fruit farms the

-
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operator does not work as many man-days. Perhaps this may be
attributed to the fact that fruit growing operations are of
a seasonal nature# During the growing and harvesting seasons
full time employment is essential. However, during the dor¬
mant season there la a lull which reduces the number of mandays required# It was possible to obtain an average for parttime farms# As might be expected the number of man-days of
farming was much lower due to the fact that the major portion
*

of the time was spent In other occupations. In only two
Instances did the amount of hired help exceed the labor con¬
tributed by the farm family# On the fruit farms the hired
labor requirements are greater during the harvesting period.
This may account for the large proportion of such labor as
compared with that on other types of farms. Family labor In
all instances contributed highly toward fulfilling the demand
for workers. In estimating the total requirements of labor
for all farms it was assumed that the survey covered 46.6
percent of the dairy farms, 75 percent of the fruit farms,
27,5 percent of the general farms, and 31#8 percent of the
poultry farms. With regard to part-time farms the average
requirements a3 found by the survey were multiplied by 270,
that being the number of farme having less than six head of
oattie as shown in Table I# The estimated grand total of mandays of labor performed by all classes of workers is 93,744,
a figure difficult to imagine when observing the work done
on a single farm.

CHAPTER XI
LABOR SAVING DEVICES AND MACHINERY

CHAPTER XI
LABOR SAVING DEVICES AND MACHINERY
Farmers generally have been quick to recognize the
value of mechanization on the farm* With this recognition
%

has com the adoption of new methods of doing the tasks met
every day* Perhaps the one machine most apparent to the
casual observer Is the tractor* Farm owners in the Now Salem
area are no different from those elsewnore, and so the
tractor has come to be widely used in this vicinity* Since
the tractor hae been accepted by so many, it was deemed ad¬
visable to list as completely as possible all the tractors
in the area under survey. Such tractors Included not only
the commercial tractor usually considered, but also tractors
made from automobiles and tractors of the walking type such
as the Planet Jr. This listing was obtained from various
sources by various means Including personal observation and
represents as complete a census as nay be made without con¬
ducting a farm to farm count* The most inimerous among the
various makes were the Farmalls and the Fords. John Deere
tractors ranked next in popularity, with other makes scat¬
tered throughout the area* A surprising fact noted was that
the tractor has not yet eliminated horses as sources of farm
power in the area. In Table XIV are listed the number of
tractors and the population of horses in each of the towns
in the area. It will be noted that Leverett and Orange lead
in the number of horses on farms.
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TablaXIV

mmmmim urn,

The Number of Tractors anti Horses on Farms
In the Towns Covered by the Survey

Town

Tractors

>

Horses

Commercial

Home Made

fcalkin^ Type

11

1

1

46

Erving

4

7

3

16

Leverett

2

4

1

72

New Salem

3

2

2

15

16

5

2

33

Shutesbury

1

1

0'

Warwick

5

6

0

21

Wendell

3

2

0

29

Totals

50

23

9

291

Athol

Orange

[

'

9

This may be due to the lumbering operations carried on by
many of the residents of Leverett and North Orange. On the
rocky slopes of the wooded hills the tractor does not seem
to compete favorably with the team of horses trained in the
work. Also the fact that much of this work la confined to
the winter when tractor ?naintalnanco costs are often Increased may account for the demand for horses,

Towevar, the

use of horses is not confined to the wockls, for some of the
largest dairy farms still include a working team among the
livestock.
Table XV
Tractor Equipment Present on Forty Farms
Surveyed in the New Salem Area

Type of Equipment

Number of Units

Mowing Machine

23

Plow

20

Manure Spreader

16

Cultivator

12

Hay Rake

S

Snow Plow

6

Hay Loader

5

Hydraulic Loader

5

Saw Rig

5

Spray Rig

5

Side Delivery Rake

3

Hay Paler

1

Dusting Rig

1
i.. 1] -

--

-TT

- - ■■

Tractor Equipment - • The farm tractor of itself is of
little value

rnless the owner lias suff icient equipment to

-
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insure maximum use of the machine and consequent reduction
ox man-hours of labor* In the survey of the forty farms,
note was made of the equipment available for increased
tractor operation* In Table XV the items observed on farms
are listed according to the number of each in use* The most
common is the mowing machine, followed by the olow and the
harrow. These three machines represent three basic opera¬
tions* It was probably natural that the farmer, in adopting
mechanization should apply it to those labors which are the
foundation of any agricultural enterprise* The list also
includes several items of a wore specialized nature, "or
example, five owners reported having hydraulic loaders pri¬
marily for loading manure into the spreader. Fruit growers
had tractor transported spraying machines while one orohardist reported a dusting machine. The list covering
fourteen different types of equipment indicates that wnile
the horse was not entirely displaced, nevertheless mechani¬
zation has been adopted to a great degree.
Other Labor Saving Devices - - As mentioned above the
tractor is apparent to even the casual observer. What nay
not be so apparent are other labor saving devices which con¬
tribute to the success of the modern farmer* Four of these
devices were listed on the survey sheet including milking
machines, watering cups, feed carts and manure carriers. A
fifth, the hay fork, was reported by eight owners,

it will

be noted In Table XVI that milking machines and watering
caps are most numerous among these devices to lighten the
burden of everyday chores, Not so plentiful are the feed
carta and manure carts, which If used properly, will save
many minutes daily# The savings in time appears to be
neglected since tho daily amount seems small# If the total
savings In a yearfs time were considered, undoubtedly the
number of these Items would increase*
Table XVI
Certain Labor-Saving Devices Present on Forty Farms
Surveyed In the New Salem Area

Item

Number of Farms Having Equipment

Milking Machines

20

Yater Cups

IB

Feed Carts

12

Hay Forks

3

Manure Carriers

7
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CHAPTER XII
FINANCIAL RETURNS
In this survey production has been estimated from the
commercial viewpoint only. The survey being in the nature of
a sampling precludes the possibility of rendering a report
accurate in detail# It has been possible, however, to draw
reasonable conclusions as to the output of the region which
is available for consumption off the farm# In order to obtain
a realistic picture of this commercial production In terms
of dollars and cents it Is necessary to use factors repre¬
senting averages determined over a period of years# In Table
XVII are listed some of the more important products of the
area showing the monetary value of these commodities#
Table XVII
The Values of Certain Commodities Produced For
Commercial Marketing in the New Salem Area

Estimated
Production

Commodity

Unit

Apples

bu#

11,500

$ 1#93

Egge

dO Z.

64,330

#39

25,088#70

Milk

owt#

63,991#25

3#60

230,367.50

Potatoes

bu#

5,000

1#37

6,350.00

Poultry Meat

lb#

577,326

Total

Unit
Price

#229

Total
Value

$

21,045.00

132,322.15
0 415,673.35
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Ta© unit prices shown represent yearly averages for the
period 1937-1946#

°

The period involved Includes years of

low prices and years of high prices so that the resulting
averages represent a sound balance. It should be remembered
that Table XVII gives only a general indication of value
which might be placed on the agriculture of the area# The
•

*

value of products consumed at home are not Included. Since
there aro 270 farms which maintain at least one cow for
family purposes, home consumption would claim a high value
for dairy products alone# The value of all cattle Is not
Included, nor Is any value given to other livestock produotion which is scattered here and there# The value of
products sold In relatively 3mall quantities is not shown,
yet it must be considered that in many oases such sales
bring in much of the income of the small farm operator.
The figures stand for estimated commercial production of
certain commodities only and are used for the purpose of
showing the financial possibilities of the farms In the
district#

(6) Moser, et al balanced Farming Workbook, p 26
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CHAPTER XIII
SOME OEHBRAL OBSERVATIONS
On the survey sheet under the heading "General Infor¬

mation

were listed several questions designed to bring out

some of the more prevalent practices* In the discussion of
milk production, mention was made of the manner of securing
replacements for dairy stock. Also it was stated that mem¬
bership in the Selectivo Breeding Association was relatively
low In the area* However, not all the questions dealt with
dairying* One of the other queries referred to the means used
by the local farmer in obtaining credit* Approximately
eighty-five percent of the answers indicated that the com¬
munity bank was the most common source of credit* Only three
farmers stated that they turned to the Production Credit
Association for financial assistance. Others gave no infor¬
mation on this point. The fact that so few acknowledged the
availability of credit sources other than the local banks
would seem to point out the nood for more publicity of
Federal credit agencies among the smaller farmers.
On the matter of cooperatives the response showed that
in the district many farmers are not taking advantage of the
opportunities. Of the forty farms surveyed, operators of
fourteen stated that they purchased gruln, fertilizer and
other supplies through the Eastern States Farmers Exchange.
This showed that in the matter of purchase the operators are
aonewnat aware of the value of cooperative action. The same
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cannot be said of the marketing operations# The poulbrymen
are employing the services of the Springfield Bgg Auction In
placing their products on sale. However, this was the only
Ind.icated use of cooperatives In selling. When one considers
that several years ago the raspberries of the New Salem
region were sold cooperatively to the advantage of all con¬
cerned, one wonders why cooperative marketing is not more
popular.
Inquiry as to whether the operator had a definite soil
conservation program brought out the fact that while formal
programs were few, nearly all farmers of any consequence
were putting some conservation Ideas to work. Crop rotations
were most common, with fertilizing and liming practices next
in frequency. Some contour plowing and strip cropping is in
effect on certain hillside farms. One farmer reported grassing
in an erosion gully which is a forward stop. Clearing land by
bulldozer and draining of low spots Ima made available
several acres on two farms. On the other side of the ledger
may be noted considerable noreage which has been permitted
to return to brush. These fields plus many which are pro¬
ducing little good quality grass represent a decline of
activity on several farms. It is not unreasonable to be¬
lieve that more conservation would raise area production to
a remarkable extent.

CHAPTER XIV
RESTATEMENT OP PURPOSE AND CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER XVI

RESTATEMENT OP PURPOSE AND CONCLUSIONS
As stated in Chapter II the purpose of this study was
threefold. First, it was sought to learn the typea of agri¬
culture common to the area. Second, it was desired to esti¬
mate the size of the agricultural business. Lastly, and
based on the findings of the other two, the last step of the
purpose aimed at laying a foundation for future planning.
As to the types of agriculture In the district it may
be concluded that:
1, The terrain and soil structure limit most enter¬
prises to those involving a combination of live¬
stock and field crops.
2. Dairy farms and poultry farms represent the most
common specialized enterprises#
3# Orcharding is possible only in certain selected
areas.
4. Extensive vegetable gardening Is not feasible
because of the lack of broad level valleys#
5# part-time farming is common throughout the area#
6# Mechanization has been accepted although horse¬
power is still employed to a great extent#
7# Small fruit culture has great possibilities because
of the soil type and available acreage.
8. Woodland farming Is or could be extensively
practiced#

-
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9# The competition of local manufacturing tends to re¬
duce the quantity of available labor which In turn
makes for a greater number of small enterprises*
tr* the matter of value and volume It appeared thatj
1* The region did produce quantities which netted
i

sizable farm Incomes In many cases*
2* The unit production on the more progressive farms
was In keeping with production on similar farms
elsewhere*
3* The general farms tended to fall behind in procluo*
tlon so that the different units did not present
an outstanding value*
4* The part-time farms and lesser enterprises produced
quantities unknown because » lack of adequate
records limited the survey, However, the aggregate
volume must have been sizable because of the large
number of farms involved*
5, The volume of some of the minor enterprises indicated
that the possibilities for future development seem
good*
From the data collected It aeems advisable In planning
future agricultural courses that*
1* Stress be laid on dairy cattle production.
2. The possibilities of Intensive poultry management
be explored#
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3. More attention be laid on forage and field crop
production.
4. Leas emphasis be placed on orcharding with a
corresponding Increase in small fruit growing*
5. Fat stock enterprises be encouraged to a greater
/

extent due to the availability of hill pastures.
6. Marketing of farm produce be given more weight.
7. Woodland management be given more consideration
in view of the great amount of wooded acreage.
8. The vegetable gardening courses be expanded to
include all types of gardening to bring about
better aopenranoe of farmsteads.
9. Farm mechanics be given the treatment now rendered
in view of present growth of mechanisation in the
area.
10. Labor saving devices and methods be introduced on
more farms than at the present tiiae.
11. Stress be placed on production x^er unit so that
the averages for the area be raised.
12• Specialized production such as growing sweet corn
on a contract basis be favored when feasible.
13. Conservation and reclamation be practiced to a
greater extent in view of the badly run down
condition of parts of the area.
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Greater cooperation be sought *lth the Orange
and Athol schools so that the agricultural
program may be further extended in those areas.

/
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APPENDIX I
LETTER OF TRANSMISSAL
New Salem Academy
Agricultural Dept*
New Salem, Fas a.

Oct. 1, 1943
Dear Friend:
The agricultural situation Is constantly changing. This
la as true locally as elsewhere. In the Agricultural Depart¬
ment, New Salem Academy we are aware of the value of being
up-to-date. If our instruction Is to be sound it must be
based on present and future needs. In order that we may give
to oir students a clear picture of local conditions we are
asking your help.
Enclosed Is a farm survey blank covering the high
points only. Would you kindly fill It out as completely as
possible and return it In the enclosed self-addressed,
stamped envelope?
This survey is strictly Impersonal. You need not sign
your name, ’^e are seeking agricultural data only, which will
give as an estimate of the n.orriber of dairy, j>oultry, fruit,
vegetable, and general farms In this vicinity and tho volume
of business done.
With this information we can better plan our job of
instruction. So, whether you are a full-time or a part-time
operator, wonft you please fill out and return this survey
blank?
Yours sincerely.

Charles C. Entwiutle
Agricultural Instructor

APPENDIX II
CHECX-LIST
FARM SURVEY SHEET
Type of Farm_
Owned _
Rented _
Both
(Dairy, poultry* eto.)
(Check applicable apace)
Persons In family _ Children 10-18i Boya
Girls
A* Acreage

Tillable Land _A.
Improv. Past are_A•
Unirap. Pasture
A.
Woodland_A.
Wasteland
A.

D*

f

a.lor Supplies
Amt. Purchased yearly)
Feed
ton
Fertilizer
ton
Lime
ton
Spray
Seed
lb

Livestock
E* Labor Requirements
Type
Breed
Numbers
O^an-days per ye fir)
Grade Purebred
Operator Himself __
T)a~Iry "datTTe
‘
Family Help
Milkers
Hired Help
~
Young Stock
Bulls
_ '___F* Labor Saving Machinery
Beef Cattle
__
Sheop
_ _ _
Tractor
Milk. Machine^ "
Swine
____
Manure Carrier
poultry
Feed Cart
^ ^
Layers
___
Water Cups
Pullets
_'
“_
Broilers
____
List Tractor Equipment
Turkeys
_
C. Production - Market!nh
—
marketed
Annual
Whlsle Retail
Production
Milk __ lbs
Eggs _ doz
Poultry
lbs
potatoes
bu
Other Casli Crops
G* Orchard-Plantation
(Show Numbers[
Apple Trees _
Other fruit trees
"bu
Apples
Strawberry I^lts
Other fra lb __ bu
Raspberry Pits
Small fruit
~ qts
Blueberry Pits
Hay _ton
Ensilage
ton

H#

General Information
1. Are livestock replacements raised or purchased?
2* How many replacements are needed annually?
3. Does owner belong to the Selective Breeding Association?
4. Where does farmer obtain farm credit if needed?
5. Does the farmer have a definite program for soil
conservation?__ __
What Is it?
6* Does the farmer buy or cell through a cooperative?
If ao, name them. _
;
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